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EDITORIAL
It is with great pleasure that I write this editorial for Sampada Special edition to celebrate the
5th anniversary of the founding of the Vision UVCE group.
I am fortunate to have known the group from the early days. I first
came across them as they actively participated in the UVCE Linkedin
group discussion about the UVCE Mega Reunion. I had received a message from a student which I had posted on Linkedin and this had led me to
interact with the group. I then met them at the UVCE in May 2010 when
I was in Bangalore. The VisionUVCE group made the Mega reunion a
reality which took place over two days in the Palace grounds in Bangalore
with over 1500 alumni attending with their families. They have also been
supportive in increasing the group membership of the Linkedin group,
that I had created in 2007, to 2000 plus and together we also built the
alumni group on social media sites including Facebook and Twitter.
I have been inspired by their dedication and have been amazed at their achievements in spite of
the difficulties encountered. The Vision UVCE group have managed to come out with 55 editions of
the Sampada alumni magazine, are on their 4th year of scholarship funding, were behind the starting of
an entrepreneurship cell and have conducted numerous events to benefit students and connect alumni
and now they have a road plan with many more initiatives. Not only do we need to support their initiatives with time and money but we also have plenty to learn from them regarding working as a group for
positive initiatives for the society. It was a validation of their efforts when the VisionUVCE Trust received one lakh last month from H Chandrashekhar and Kumar Rao from the 1963-64 batch.
Even though we see dedicated Engineers from the Vision UVCE group doing their best for social enterprise initiatives we also see many engineers from ‘elite’ institutions in India being insensitive
to society issues:
When Chetan Bhagat, an IIT alumni, made an insensitive, ill informed, violent comment on the
Palestine issue Abul Kalam Azad, an IIT student, posted an interesting observation on Facebook: 'His
Majesty Chetan Bhagat, is not an exception to how people who study in the two eyes of Technology
turn out to be, in many respects. He is the norm. You just need to scratch the glittering surface of these
haloed students and teachers to witness their political insensitivity and naivete. Modi, Kashmir, Palestine. You name it. Hot bed of regressives shielded systematically from the public gaze with their technical expertise. So, next time, you see a child slogging in educational ghettos for 16 hrs a day from as
early as 6th standard, protected from the distractions of society, politics, culture, anything that does not
fit into the three letters M, P, C. .....or a parent asking you helplessly to show him an alternative.... or a
school that charges 2 lakhs for nursery, be assured that you have a CB waiting to happen.’’
There was also news about the creation of elite groups, i.e. matrimonial sites exclusively for
IIT’s. Maybe it is time to consider looking at the education system and consider introducing initiatives
like the humanities module to Engineering education? As UVCE is part of the Bangalore University
faculty resource could be shared and students could have the benefit of being part of the University until such time as the UVCE achieves its independence.
I will end my editorial with the following interview with Satish A G, founding member of Vision UVCE:
Question : What were the reasons to form Vision UVCE?
Satish : The primary reason behind the formation of VU was to bridge the gap between alumni & students. The UVCE Alumni Association had functional issues leading it to become inactive and we, as
alumni, wanted to do some good back here at the college, UVCE - which shaped our personalities.

Q: Did you have any 5 year plan when you formed the group?
A: No. But the idea was to keep the ball rolling and not losing the momentum. We wanted to increase the alumni network, make more people partake in the alumni contributions to the campus and
never stop doing that.
Q: Have the expectations that you had 5 years ago been met?
A: Not All. We have met a few of our own expectations like - Scholarship initiative, placement related
sessions, alumni magazine, soft-skills development, networking among alumni, Reaching out to the
older batches, Eg: 63-64 batch etc.
Q: What are your expectations for Vision UVCE and UVCE 5 years from now?
A: Expectations for UVCE - Improvement in the areas of Infrastructure re-building, Increased techinical acument amongst students, R&D, Placements etc. Students with higher ranks in ET must come to
UVCE, simpler and student-friendly administration.
Expectations for VisionUVCE - To continue and to not lose the
momentum, involve more alumni (we want them to come to
campus and spend time on our initiatives and also fund the initiatives too), convince students to take up more responsibility and
specially "Dont lose heart"
Q: What, if anything, have you personally gained from your work with VisionUVCE?
A: Personally, (I can speak only about myself) - I have gained a lot which cannot be measured - personal satisfaction, sense of accomplishment, a lot of love/respect from juniors, meet & greet senior
alumni, learning how to manage issues, tackling the politics/problems, etc.
Q: What has been your inspiration to dedicate so much of your time and resources to VisionUVCE?
A: My inspiration has been our VisionUVCE Team and seniors. We have learnt a lot, ourselves, and
respect each other for those things and we motivate each other. Our immediate seniors gave us a sense
of belonging and that ignited a spark somewhere (which they still don't accept though).
Q: What can other social enterprises learn from your group?
A: First and foremost, that success, though small, can be achieved despite all the problems and constraints, by artfully managing and taking everyone into our confidence. Every lesson can be learnt from
starting something anew.
Q: What are your expectations from Alumni, students and staff?
A: We want everybody associated with UVCE to develop a sense of belonging. The UVCE belongs to
everyone, not just to the Government, Bangalore University, the Principal, HOD or anyone else. The
UVCE is an integral part of us and we cannot escape from that. If all three - Staff, alumni and students,
come together, share/discuss, we can achieve wonders.

We thank Sridhar Gowda for writing the editorial of this edition of SAMPADA.. It is very special to us, since he has been guiding, supporting, motivating us to keep VisionUVCE going from past 5
years. Sridhar Gowda is from 1987 Mechanical Branch. He is a Literary Agent to many award winning
writers including Dr U R Ananthamurthy (Shortlisted for International Booker Prize 2013 and Jnanpith
Awardee), M T Vasudevan Nair (Jnanpith Awardee), Dr Nabaneeta Dev Sen, Devanur Mahadeva, Bolwar Mahamad Kunhi and many other well-known writers. He also co-founded Peak Platform in 2009,
which has published over 50 books and 25 first-time authors. 'Gandhi: From Monu to Mahatma', published by Kadalu, again co-founded by Sridhar, a literary translation imprint received a translation
award in 2014. Kadalu has published translations in English and Kannada from Spanish, Turkish and
Indian languages. We will always look upto him for guidance to take VisionUVCE ahead.
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REMEMBERING OUR TEACHERS
Teachers come in so many forms throughout our life that it might be unfair to attribute our current successes to just a handful of people. Your life-changing lesson might come from a teacher, a
neighbour, the kid on the road you play cricket with or a really boring book. Good teachers have a long
lasting impact on you. If you look back on your journey as a student, something that your favourite
teacher encouraged you to do, many years ago, might be one of your most important skills today. Writing and public speaking are skills for which I am thankful to my primary school teachers.
Our college UVCE, has had it's legacy of admirable teachers. It would be impossible to speak
about everyone in a full book, much less a single page! Here is a humble but difficult attempt (In no
particular order.)
Our principal, Dr. Venugopal K.R has been supportive throughout the college years with academics, research and overall encouragement and guidance.
Dr. G Narendra Kumar has been a teacher, project guide, and mentor. The publications we
made under his guidance have made a wide impact, and has helped people in their academic and job
related pursuits. He also has the knack of noticing and encouraging strengths in people and does not
hesitate to correct shortcomings.
B.K. Venugopal sir made programming seem friendlier as many of us were not from computer
science backgrounds. We were taught Machine drawing by Mr. Hanumantharaju of the Mechanical
Dept. This subject continues to interest me today. He made us work quite hard at this subject and I feel
grateful for that.
One of the things I learned while interacting with Dr. M.L Sudheer was to maintain really high
standards when it came to academics. Although the subjects seemed difficult, I found his classes interesting and rewarding.
I met Dr. P. Deepa Shenoy through IEEE activities .A conversation with her is always enjoyable, informative and encouraging. Organising events with her guidance, having conversations with people from different branches, batches, colleges and courses while sitting in her in her room are some of
my fond memories.
A. Sreenivasa Murthy or ASM sir as we fondly call him, taught us probability and microprocessors in the most interesting and thought provoking manner. I am grateful to him for making us put our
brains to work in a way that really helped us. Dr. K. B. Raja has a knack of simplifying difficult concepts such that we don't feel intimidated while studying them.
Dr. K. S Gurumurthy actually got me into studying electronic devices, with all the interesting
books that he recommended. Santosh George sir is someone to whom all of us are eternally grateful,
for helping us get through complex lab experiments. He was definitely the resident wizard at the lab, as
he could do magic with circuits.
Our teachers have not just supported us in studies, projects, fests, assignments, extra-curriculars
and higher studies but also guided us through endless postponement, confusion and frustrations that are
a part of student life.
I must mention seniors who gave us informal counsel (and study materials), as this bond is one
of the pillars on which the culture of our college thrives.
My sincerest gratitude to everyone who has supported, taught, encouraged and stood by us as
students. My apologies if I have left anyone out. Happy Teachers Day!
- Aparajitha Murali, 2011 ECE

HUMOUR @ UVCE

Humor at
UVCE
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SAMPADA BOOMERANG ABOUT VISIONUVCE
Vision UVCE has been a total package for UVCEians. The team's initiative to involve past
(Alumni ) and present (current students) has been commendable. Their initiatives ranging from Sampada to Samvaada..or from Student scholarships to students' interaction activities .... has been inspirational. Kudos!!
This is the team which I feel has started to bring the change... and i absolutely love to be a part
of any of their initiatives.. was fortunate to be a part of few interactions like Scholarship drive.. and it
was very emotional moment for me when the students won these scholarships and thanks Vision
UVCE.
When i look at them.. i remember these words etched at Siachen Base camp..
" Quartered in snow, Silent to remain, When the bugle calls, they shall rise and march again .."
Keep up the good work. May this breed flourish....
- Sandeep Hanchanale, 2009

Being spoiled in the riches of the world and pursuing a path that culminates in personal wealth
and happiness, that's easy. 5 years of dedication to keep giving back to the place where you grew,
thinking every second about how you can make someone's education better, finding answers to questions that the rest of us felt lazy to find, and doing all that when you have your own schedules to
keep, your own things to do, your own life to live, now that's something worth talking about.
5 years of VisionUVCE, to me, has meant an unfathomable level of passion and dedication
displayed with a sole purpose of finding a vision to an entity that has merely survived on the name of
its founder.
Everything we now wish we had had during the 4 years we spent sitting in the coolness of the
grass or walking the dusty roads toward it, we now have a chance to make come true. And VisionUVCE is that body whose purpose is to carry those dreams and nurture them to fruition.
A wise person once said - "It is the action, not the fruit of the action, that is important. You
have to do the right thing. It may not be in your power, it may not be in your time, that there will be
any fruit. But that doesn't mean you stop doing the right thing. You never know what result will come
of your action. But if you do nothing, there is no result."
- Girish, 2009

Hi guys ...hearty congratulations to all of you for the awesome job :-) ....It would have not been possible to carry this VisionUVCE this far without you guys 's dedication , determination, lot of effort
and the hard work. It's great to say few words about it, since over the last 5 years there were plenty of
things done through this VU, had helped lot of students in the college. Conducting mock tests and
interviews, sponsoring scholarships, placement trainings etc to name few of the things through this
VisionUVCE team. Please keep up the same and continue to do all the events or the initiatives you
guys have started to help the UVCEians. All the best...Way to go guys!! :-)
- Honnappa, 2007
It is a great initiative by the Team VisionUVCE. The team should focus more on developing
student curricular facilities, help them gain more understanding and knowledge of what they learn.
Leave aside the infrastructure, college administration and other facility based cases to the government, you cannot do much there. To be more granular on the students development, I meant, we
should train and mentor them so that they can get placed while at college. While at the campus, I did
not have any exposure to computers, software or how we contribute at the IT industry. We learn everything that is there on the textbook rather than the practical examples. We should focus more on inculcating students with mindset to tackle practical problems through their projects.
- Ashoka G N

CAMPUS RECRUITMENT 2015 ROUND UP
The recruitment season has begun in full swing as 12 companies have visited the UVCE, K.R
Circle campus in a span of 25 days, resulting in 51 offers so far! While 18 have received offers of Rupees 5 lakhs per annum and above, the rest have been offered figures in the Dream category (0-4.99
lakhs per annum). Data and Information Management Company, Commvault have so far offered the
highest package of a cumulative, Rupees 14.5 lakhs per annum, where one of our candidates Bharathkumar Hedge of Information Science has received an internship opportunity, following which he
shall be offered a full time offer.

the tally forward by recruiting 4 candidates.

While Dell R&D began the accounts with an improved intake of 12, Mu Sigma Inc. followed it up by recruiting 18 of our candidates. Netcracker were not far
behind, lapping up 6 of our candidates even as Oracle recruited only 2, Cybage was the next in line again offering
6 letters of intent. Avaya on its debut visit selected 2,
however Rare Mile Technologies became the first company this year to reject all shortlisted candidates,
Commvault too chose to overlook our candidates for its
QA profile even though it made 1 offer in the developer
profile. Rounding things off for the month, Airwatch took

With Microsoft yet to announce its shortlist, a horde of IT giants like Unisys, Accenture, Infosys, Cognizant and the first core profile of the season in the form of General Motors are slated to
keep the campus buzzing in the September. With what appears to be an exciting second month of
placements, Training & Placement Office, UVCE congratulates all placed students and wishes the rest
all the very best!
- Placement Co-Ordinators 2015
Note: You can get updates about the Campus Placements happening in UVCE via the Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/UVCEPlacements

SAMPADA BOOMERANG ABOUT VISIONUVCE
We conducted a small anonymous survey among the students to know how much VisionUVCE
has been able to create buzz in the campus.. Here are the sample responses and results
Two simple questions were asked :
Q1) Have you heard of vision UVCE?
Q2) Do you know what they do?
* Aisiri R Shankar (3rd sem ISE)
1. Yes
2. They have a magazine, give scholarships and conduct few events.
* Mounica Prakash (3rd sem ISE)
1. Yes
2. They have a magazine named ‘Sampada’
They give scholarships and conduct events like Placement training etc.
They have a meet called Samilana
* Sanchit (5th sem CSE)
1. Yes
2. Ecell UVCE was started by Vision UVCE. They have magazines named Vinyasa and Sampada. They give scholarships.
* Shiv Kiran (3rd sem MECH)
1. Yes
2. They give scholarships, conduct events and have meeting called Samvada
* Abhishek Nair (3rd sem MECH)
1. No
* Karthik S (3rd sem MECH)
1. No
* Srinivas DG (3rd sem MECH)
1. Yes
2. They are an alumni committee. They give funds and work for the welfare of the college.
* Pooja (3rd sem ISE)
1. Yes
2. They give scholarships and all.
* Harsha (3rd sem MECH)
1. Yes
2. It is a scholarship
* Aman (3rd sem CIVIL)
1. Yes
2. They are a group of people who help with infrastructure,give scholarships and accessories
and magazines to keep a track of happenings in college.
* Rajesh (3rd sem MECH)
1. Yes
2. They give scholarships to students in need. They also make college magazine.
* Suhas (1st sem ECE)
1. No
* Bharat (1st sem ECE)
1. No
* Darshan (3rd sem MECH)
1. No

MEET & GREET THE ALUMNI
As you all know, we have started working on our initiative of providing scholarships to the
needy students of our campus. With regards to that, we had started interacting with many of our alumni.
We met Mr Kumar Rao during such an interaction and we had a fruitful conversation with him. Since
then he has been, one of the keen supporters of VisionUVCE, trying to understand what we are doing,
sharing his thoughts on them, coming up with ideas and more than anything, his thoughts about UVCE
and how the alumni can contribute for UVCE to return to good times. He, along with his batchmate, Mr
H Chandrashekhar, have donated for the scholarship fund this year.
Mr Kumar Rao, completed his B.E in Mechanical Engineering from University College of Engineering under Mysore University, presently known as
UVCE in 1964. He went ahead and studied Industrial Engineering at Georgia
Institute of Technology and completed his MS in that subject in 1969. He also
has a MBA degree from University of Phoenix, Denver Campus that he earned in
1990. He has over 25+ years of experience as an Information Technology Manager in multiple customer service focused industries. He currently runs his own
start-up, TechSavvy Worldwide, a Denver-based start-up LLC that strives to narrow the digital divide that has formed between senior citizens and their computer
savvy children and grandchildren by teaching computer skills in a fun learning
environment. His joy of teaching at Chapman University was the motivation behind this business direction.
He often spends time to think, what he could do for UVCE and few thoughts that have emerged
on that front, by his own words, are as below:
 Show your gratitude by contributing any amount big or small.
 Help the college recruit excellent students while providing financial assistance to the needy.
 Help provide mentors to help students succeed academically & professionally.
 Make the college stronger through increasing the value of every degree thus improving its national
ranking.
 Help showcase the accomplishments of scores of current alumni bringing credibility for the college
curriculum.
 Help recognize and award outstanding and deserving faculty.
 Help maintain alumni database and the associated business community.
Team VisionUVCE is glad that we were able to meet a like-minded person in Mr Kumar Rao,
during his visit to Mysore this year. It indeed was a fruitful discussion with him, where a lot of idea &
feedback exchange happened. He wishes to see one single Alumni Association working toward a common published mission statement and goals! We, at Team VU, echo that thought and we definitely will
put efforts in that direction. He is planning to come down to India again in January next year. We hope
to meet him then and involve ourselves in a fruitful dialogue like the last one and we get understand his
thoughts more.

SAMPADA INBOX
Are we reaching you and can we be heard..? Well you
have to tell us if we are not. We have been doing this on a regular basis for around 56 editions now, trying to sound big and be
heard and get your attention. We’d like to know what you think
of SAMPADA as you see it. VisionUVCE turning 5 years is
definitely a great feeling, but we would be more happy if more
hands joined the group and shared the responsibility.. Feel free
to reach out to us via sampada@visionuvce.in
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CAMPUS SAYS
I would definitely like to come back to college once I graduate. I may
not be able to contribute anything back to college immediately but will surely come back after a few years. Being from the ECE department, I know the
poor condition of our labs. So, I want to improve the labs in my department
be it in terms of funds or equipment. I think VISION UVCE is doing a great
job. The alumni take time off their busy schedule and give back to the college by spending their time and money. I think the students and alumni of
UVCE truly exemplify the statement – By the students, for the students and
to the students.
- Sucheta Hande, 7th Sem ECE

After I graduate from college, I would surely want to come back frequently. I have learnt and got a lot of good experiences from the people here.
And I would like to share my experiences and the knowledge gained here at
UVCE with my juniors and lots of other students who would join in future! I
want to contribute to the infrastructure of our college by painting.
We have seen our alumni come over every Saturday and share their
knowledge with students presently studying here. They also share their experiences about placements, improving college and about lots of other activities.
This is one thing which we hardly get to see in other colleges. A few of them
teach students from evening college whenever they are free. And I hope all the
students get to meet them and learn from them
- Deepika T P, 5th Sem ISE
First of all, I love my college. When I become alumni I would surely
visit college very often atleast to meet our juniors. If I'm helpful in any way
for the betterment of our college then I will surely do it. I must say, our present alumni are really awesome as they do so much for the betterment of the
college and they are so friendly. I think our college is still recognised due to
its alumni support and background and also as they are very successful in
their lives. I wish the alumni maintain their support towards UVCE and if
possible contribute as much as possible.
- Chiranjeevi M V, 5th Sem Mech

Alumni are the best and the most important part of UVCE. Their altruistic contributions for the events whether it is technical or non technical,
leads our college in a better way. Their peptalks are very inspiring . Alumni
are the major reason for the virtuous circle in UVCE.
When I become an alumni I will try my best to follow the footsteps
of our present alumni and one added thing is that I would stress on trying to
interact with junior UVCEians more.
-Harshitha, 3rd Sem ECE

First of all, I really want to appreciate the work of few UVCE alumni
who didn't forget to think of our college after passing out. I stole the inspiration which they had got, but not their idea. One day when I become part of
the alumni I would like set up a separate section in library called “Follow the
footsteps" where I would want all the passed-outs to contribute their books
for their upcoming juniors. Here, I would like to emphasise that books from
this section would be issued for the entire semester. I want to do this because
I know the grievances of poor students. As a whole I was an UVCEian, I'm
an UVCEian and I would like to be an UVCEian even in the future.
- Anees Fathima, 5th Sem CSE

First of all, I would love to thank all the alumni for all that they
have done and still doing for the college and the students. It would be
great if they conduct more number of interactive sessions or workshops to assist placements and educate us about the various options
that are available after engineering. It would be nice if more number of
people are included in the making of Sampada.
I would also like to mention that the 'resume building workshop' was very helpful and interesting. Thank you so much for conducting it. Hope to see many more such workshops in the future.
-Samhitha B N, 3rd Sem EEE

Yes. I will surely come back to this wonderful institution. In the one year of engineering in
this college, I have gained a lot of knowledge not only in my field of
study but also in many other aspects which actually help one survive
in this competitive world. I am sure I would learn a lot more and also
have a lot of fun in the next three years to come. Some of the things
that I would like to do with the support of the alumni would be to
bring about an improvement in the laboratories, organize workshops
that would help the students in their various endeavours, encourage
cultural activities along with academics, urge my friends to join hands
in contributing something substantial to college.
I think the alumni of this prestigious institution can contribute
a lot to it and to the student community in particular. Through their
experiences, they can guide us best to face the world once we step out
of the college boundaries. Upon being an alumnus, I would definitely want to come back to my
alma mater UVCE and help the college to all my strength in return for the little of a lot that I owe to
this college.
-Sakshi Chaubey, 3rd Sem EEE
We are very happy to see so many people from the campus speaking about the alumni responsibilities and interaction. The Survey and the Campus Says have given us an idea about the expectations
that the students have from VisionUVCE and the Alumni. Also Campus Says evidently shows how
enthusiastic the students are to give back to the Alma mater once they become alumni themselves
which makes us really happy. We will surely keep track of all the suggestions and requests and
surely implement them in our future plans !!!
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UVCE IN MEDIA
For the first time in recent years, the University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering has invited applications from eligible students to fill 37 vacant engineering seats in the general merit pool.
Seven seats are available in civil engineering, nine in mechanical engineering, three in computer science, five in information science, nine in electrical engineering, four in electronics and communication and two in architecture. “Although this is an unusual situation for us, we still expect meritorious students to take these seats. We expect students from private colleges to make use of this opportunity, as they may not have been allotted general merit seats in UVCE through the Karnataka Examinations Authority,” said Principal K R Venugopal.
- NEW INDIAN EXPRESS, August 20th, 2014
A massive increase in fee for those taking admissions into the University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering (UVCE), a constituent college of Bangalore University (BU), has resulted in a
face-off between students and the BU authorities.
Undergraduate students, along with student organisation members, staged a protest on the
Jnanabharathi campus on Tuesday against the fee hike. Members of the All-India Democratic Students’ Organisation (AIDSO) said the quantum of hike for those whose annual income is less than Rs.
44,000 a year was over 1,800 per cent, as the students were earlier expected to pay Rs. 1,255.
“This year, they are being asked to pay the full amount of Rs. 24,430 irrespective of what their
annual income or category is,” said Ravinandan B.B. from AIDSO.
He said the BU’s fee collection process goes against a recent government order on fee concession for students belonging to Other Backward Classes. “Earlier, there was an order where students
had to pay the full amount to the college, after which the government would reimburse the concession
amount to the students’ bank accounts. This was modified on August 6, after which the concession
amount will be remitted to the accounts of the colleges. It says the fee concession should be made
available to students at the time of fee payment itself,” he explained.
- THE HINDU , August 26, 2014
Following continuous protests by students against the hike in fees at University Visvesvaraya
College of Engineering, under Bangalore University, revised the fee structure on Wednesday.
The annual fee for undergraduate engineering courses is now `22,430. It was increased by
`2,000 recently. As per BU’s new notification, students belonging to SC/ST, with a family income
below `2.5 lakh per annum, need to pay `730 annually and the rest will be reimbursed by the government. Students belonging to OBCs and categories 2a, 3b, 3a, with a family income below `1 lakh per
annum need to pay `5,290 and the rest will be reimbursed.
“In case the amount is not reimbursed by the government, it is the principal’s responsibility to
collect the fee from students,” said BU Vice-Chancellor Dr Thimme Gowda.
- NEW INDIAN EXPRESS, September 4th, 2014

UVCE is in news media from past few days for a various reasons... We wanted to bring this to the
notice of the alumni... We want to ascertain that we are with the students on the Fee issue. Also, we
want to update the alumni that all the 39 vacant seats have been filled now... We want to request the
alumni to share their ideas and see how they can help from their end for the same.
SAMPADA TEAM: Chitra S Reddy (5th Sem ECE), Hamsalekha P (5th Sem ECE),
Nishad Rajmalwar (3rd Sem Mech), Shravan Kashyap (3rd Sem Mech) , Aravinda S K (5th Sem Mech),
Aparajitha Murali, Yogesha K S , Satish A G and SriHarsha D V (VisionUVCE Team)

